Impact Announcement
WATERS TECHNOLOGY NAMES FIS AS BEST BUY-SIDE OUTSOURCING
PROVIDER
Key fact

•
•

Second year in a row award is won by FIS
Recognizes excellence in terms of the technologies and services available to the global
investment management industry

JACKSONVILLE, Fla., November 04, 2016 – FIS™ (NYSE: FIS), a global leader in financial services

technology, has been named “best outsourcing provider to the buy side” for the second
consecutive year by Waters Technology, in the publication’s annual Buy-side Technology
Awards. As in 2015, the award recognizes the outsourced services that accompany FIS’
Investment Operations technology suite.
In naming FIS the winner in a ceremony in London on November 4, the judging panel
acknowledged its “ability to provide valuable, cost-effective and efficient outsourced services to
the buy side.” FIS Investment Operations is designed to support the entire fund administration
life cycle across multiple asset classes and pooled investment structures.
“We are honored to receive this award for the second year from Waters Technology and its
prestigious panel of industry judges. While our technology helps clients manage a growing
range of operational and regulatory requirements, we are aware that implementation,
management and maintenance can introduce other challenges for buy-side firms,” commented
Martin Boyd, division executive, Buy-Side, FIS. “That’s why It is especially gratifying to be
recognized for a solution that reduces our clients’ technology burden through optional cloud
offerings and running many of them as a fully hosted and managed service. I also want to make
sure we recognize our clients, and the way in which they closely partner, ensuring that they both
input to, and take advantage of, our latest innovations with less operational impact and lower
capital expenditure.”
About FIS
FIS is a global leader in financial services technology, with a focus on retail and institutional
banking, payments, asset and wealth management, risk and compliance, consulting, and
outsourcing solutions. Through the depth and breadth of our solutions portfolio, global
capabilities and domain expertise, FIS serves more than 20,000 clients in over 130 countries.
Headquartered in Jacksonville, Fla., FIS employs more than 55,000 people worldwide and holds
leadership positions in payment processing, financial soft04ware and banking solutions.
Providing software, services and outsourcing of the technology that empowers the financial
world, FIS is a Fortune 500 company and is a member of Standard & Poor’s 500® Index. For
more information about FIS, visit www.fisglobal.com.
Follow FIS on Facebook (facebook.com/FIStoday) and Twitter (@FISGlobal).
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